
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of strategic
projects. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and
to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be
considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for strategic projects

Develop and maintain project procurement and expediting reports to include
Issue For Bid (IFB) technical specifications, RFPs, bid receipts, coordination of
bid evaluations and approvals, preparation and issuance of purchase
orders/contracts, monitor progress of meeting PO document and delivery
milestones
Support the Global Sourcing Initiative (GSI) to achieve a step change in
demand placed with “low-cost country sources” / high value regions of the
world (mainly Asia in the near term)
Drive robust P2P processes using continuous improvement (CI)
methodologies and technology to improve information flow and velocity
Utilize and oversee the eRFx / reverse auction processes as a tool for
maximizing commodity, parts and services savings
Track and manage procurement KPIs that progress the function to achieve
“world class” excellence
Drive process improvement initiatives - instituting best practices guided by
an effective change management process (MoC) that delivers benchmark
return on investment (ROI)
Ensure savings initiatives spanning cost reduction, cost avoidance, revenue
enhancement, rebates, working capital, are accurately documented,
reviewed, reported and transferred to the appropriate budgets
Ensure the software architecture is lean, extensible, and well documented
Ensure software modules are reliable and reusable
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Qualifications for strategic projects

Project management and/or strategic consulting experience
Target-oriented with a can do attitude
We are looking for professionals with up to 3-5 years of work experience
Excellent object-oriented programming skills, in Java, and a solid foundation
in computer science
Experience in implementing data creation and consumption principles
Excellent object-oriented programming skills, in Java, and a solid foundation
in computer science with strong competencies in data structures, algorithms,
design patterns, and software design


